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Bi-Xenon Harness Installation Instructions

Disclaimer: By reading this document, you agree that it is only intended to be
used as an educational guide. Black Flame Customs, Inc. makes no guarantee
on any finished results, nor are they to be held responsible for any damage,
misuse, or personal injuries. Use at your own risk. If you are unable to clearly
understand and adapt the information below to your own application,
professional installation is recommended.

Tools Needed:
- Self-Tapping Sheet Metal Screw (if new grounds are necessary)
- Basic Hand Tools: Flat and Philips Screwdrivers, Crescent Wrench
Estimated Time for Completion:

Difficulty Level:
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CONNECTION SUMMARY:

Harness Testing: Prior to installation of the harness and hiding all of the wires for a
clean finished look, we recommend plugging in all connections on the harness and
turning the headlight systems on to ensure compatibility with the vehicle. This saves
time and can rule out any potential issues should they arise.

Ground it out: Your harness comes with two grounds that need to be attached to
bare metal on the chassis (not battery if possible). These two are the metal “forks”
that do not have a fuse on their wire. If you do not have anyunpainted metal
surfaces, you will need to remove paint to get a good ground for that particular “fork”.
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Power it up: Your harness has a single fused line that will need to be tapped into a
sufficient 12V+ source, such as the batter terminal, or if your battery is trunk-mounted,
the large 12V+ terminal under the hood used for jump starting. If you have an older
battery, you may need to start the vehicle’s engine to ensure sufficient power reaches
all accessories.

POWER
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The connection to the stock wiring: The harness has a single input that will plug
into the stock wiring on the side closer to the battery (due to wiring lengths). The opposite connector on the vehicle’s side will not be used and thus you can cap it off with
electrical tape or silicone to further resist corrosion there.
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BALLASTS

Ballast connections: Your harness has two outputs for ballasts, which are the connectors that have ground “forks” coming out of the connector. These will plug into the
ballast inputs to safely power them from the battery and not from the stock wiring.
One side is longer and one is shorter.
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HIGH-BEAMS

Solenoid connectors: Your harness has two labeled connectors marked “projector”.
These connect to the wires coming out of the projectors or to the wires on a Bi-Xenon
bulb to provide a high-beam function. The Bi-Xenon bulbs may also use adapters.
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Image above depicts a Bi-Xenon projector
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Problem: No light at all: If your harness is entirely plugged up, grounded properly,
and you’ve tested the ballasts/bulbs to ensure they both work, you may have popped
a fuse on the vehicle. A quick way to test this is to unplug the harness input from
the vehicle and plug the stock bulb back in to determine if it still works. Alternately,
you may also have one or more connection incorrectly plugged in.

ISSUES?

Problem: Lights flicker: If your lights flicker off/on upon start-up, you may not have
the harness grounded sufficiently.

X

Problem: “Bulb Out” Error illuminated: The “bulb out” error may still persist if your
particular car has a CANBUS system, which uses a different-type harness than the Moto
Control. We can exchange the two in accordance with our “Store Policies” page.
Problem: When you flip to high-beams, no change happens: You may have a
“ground-switched” vehicle, which necessitates you needing to swap the blue and white
wires on the input. Using a tiny flat blade screw driver or paper-clip, you can release
the metal pins from the clips that hold them into the plastic fitting. Look carefully at the
plastic fitting and you should see the clips that will need to be pressed to release the
pins.
Problem: When you flip to high-beams, ballasts shut off: You may have
blown the stock high-beam fuse. A quick way to test this is to unplug the harness
input from the vehicle and plug the stock bulb back in to determine if it still works in
high-beam mode.
Checking your Harness: If you have an issue pertaining to a specific connector,
you may need to adjust a pin to stay seated in the connector and thus making full
contact with the associated pin. This can be done with a small flat-head screwdriver.
If any pins are beyond repairable out of the package from The Retrofit Source,
please contact us and include a picture of the damaged part so we may take care of
it promptly.
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